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Communique of the meeting 

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament today held its 684th plenary 

meeting in the Palais des Nations 1 Geneva, under the Chairmanship of r'.Ir. M. Mihajlovi6, 

representative of Yugoslavia. 

Statements were made by the representatives of the Union of Soviet Sqcialist 

Republics;. the United States of America~ India, Sweden, the German Democratic Republic, 

Canadas · Poland and the Chairman. 

The delegations of the_Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the. 

United S.tates· of Am_erica each submitted a document (CCD/471 and CCD/472 respectively) 

entitled "Draft convention on the prohibition of military or any other hof?_t;i.le use of 

enviroilmental modification techniques". 

The next, meeting of the Conference vrill be held on Tuesday, 26 August 1975, 

a.t 10.30 a.m. 

-lf 

* * 

-----------------------
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:Mr. ROSHCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 

The Soviet Union, like the Uni tea St~tes, i~ · tod:B:y. ·-~ub:m.i tting for the consideration of 

the Committee on Disarmament 0:, draft convention on the prohibition of military or 

stPY. other· hostile use of .:epvi:;:-onmental mocUfication techriiques ~ The plirpose of · 
. . . . 

submitting this document to the_ Committee is to pave the way for preventing the 

developJ:hent. _.:._ and the· introduction into the aJ.'senals of States _..:. of a new, extremely 

dang~+'OUS w.e~p~nj: :ruimely the use· of enviX'Ol1menta.l nwdif:i.cation as a me?,ns of warfare. 

The development of such a weapon and its u.se for military or other hostile puZ-p~ses 
'\'TCUld mark a new. end da.J.1.gerour:J StA.[f€ in the GXpansion Of the viays and means 'of 

. . 
waging war. · · At this time, it. is difficult to foresee all the consequences of a 

sequence of .events in which ··tech..."liques of influ~~cing nature for rrdli tary pUrposes 

might be used ~n practice and developed. There can_be no doubt; however, that 

such a sequence of events would have extremely adverse effects for mankind~ 
' In pursuance of its uncemitting resol·r.e to strengthen the peace and security 

of peoples and to bring about international application of extensive arms-control 

and ~sarmament measures, the Soviet Union submitted for the consideration of the 

G€neral Assembly at its t-vre·nty-ninth session an item on the prohibition of action to · 

influence the environment and climate for military and othe-r purposes incompatible with 

the maintenance of international security, hllman well-being and health. In his 

statement at the General Assembly on 24 September 1974, A.A. Gromyko, Minister for 

Foreign Affairs of the USSR~ e)~lained as follows the reasons for the introduction 

of that item: 

"The achivements of scient:Lfic an<l ·~echnical prot,Tess have expanded the 

possibilities of influencing nature and the climate of the globe, and in 

a certain sense, of cor.:tr·ollin0 ths- com1)lex and powerful processes involved. 

Unfortunately,. the latest disco•;eries can-oe used not only for creative,

but also for military pu::..·poses, with extremely destructive consequences 

for mankind;. These arc not tho conjectures vf science fiction writers, 

but an actual threat that is assumine an ever more realistic shape. 

It is in the interests of all peoples to nil) this t:b.-reat in the bud. 11 

(A/PV .2240, p. 71) 

In putting forward this problem for consideration by the General Assembly, 

the USSR proposed that an inte~nationsl-convention should be concluded, outlawing 



the military use of the environment. 
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The Soviet Union submitted a draft convention 

The problem raised by the Soviet Union aroused great interest in the 

General Assembly, A lar~e t~oup of States supported the Soviet proposal on the 

need to prohibit action to influence the environment fo~. military and other hostile 

purposes. The resolution adopted by the General Assembly recognizes that it i~. 

"necessary to adopt,. through the conclusion of an appropriate internationa], 

convention, effective measures to prohibit action to inflv.ence the. 

·environment and climate for military and other hostile purposes, wh:i..ch are 

incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human w~ll

being and health. 11 

The General Assembly requested the Committee on Disarmament to proceed as soon 

as possible to achievi~ agreement on the text of such a convention and to submit 

a report on the re·sul ts achieved for consideration by the General Assembly at its 

thirtieth session. 

In purs~ance of the task of preparing an international convention on this 

problem, the Soviet U~on and the United States have held consultations, of which 

the Committee was informed by the repres.entatives of the USSR and the United States. 

In the course of those consultations, preliminary agreement has been reached on a 

draft convention on the prohibition of military or any other hostile use of 

enviro~ental modification techniques. In submitting the text of this. draft for 

the consideration of the Committee on Disarmament 9 the Soviet delegation considers 

it necessary to explain some of its provisions. 

The preamble notes that ''military use of environmental modification techniques 

could have widespread, long-lasting or severe effects harmful to human welfare, but 

that the use of environmental modification techniques for peaceful purposes could 

improve the interrelationship of man and nature and contribute to the preservation 

and improvement of the environment for the benefit of present and future gener~tions 11 • 

This provision of the preamble fully corresponas to the views expressed by experts 

at unofficial meetings of the Committee on Disarmament. The experts observed. 

that modification of nature for military or any other hostile purposes would.have 

consequences tJ::lat would be extremely unfavourable to mankind. 
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The preamble then emphasizes the desire of the parties to the convention 

"to limit the potential danger to mankind from means of warfare involving the use of 

environmental modification ·techniques". 

Artic'le I 6'f the draft defines the basic obligations of the parties to the 

COnVention ·aS follOWS: II . 0 o o 'not tQ: 'enga{Se in mili taiy o'r any other hostile 

use of environmental modification techniques having widespread, longi-lasting or 

severe effeat·s as the means of destructiori;; damae;e or injury to another State Party." 

Article I also contains a· provision concerclng the' 1'obligation ·,of ·th~ pci::tt:ies 

to the convention not to assist, encourage or induce o'thers to ·engage ·in the ·. · 

aforementioned kind of prohibited activities. The meaTilng of this article is 

quite obvious and hardly calls for any comment. 

·Article II defines the t·erm "environmental modification· teclniiques 11 • This 

term refers to· "any techliique for changing -- throuGh the deliberate manipulation 

of natUral processes - the dynamics, composition or structure of the Earth, 

including its biota, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere, or of outer space, 

so as to cause such effects as earthquakes and tsunamis, an upset in the ··ecological 

balance of a region, or changes in ·weather patterns (clouds, precipitation'· .cyclones 

of various 'types and tornadic stori:ns), in the state of the ozone layer or ionosphere, 

in climate patterns, or in ocean currents. •i · 
"'t· 

Article III states that the provisions of the convention shall''not hinder the· 

use of environmental modification techniques for peaceful JTurposes. or international 

economic and sCientific co-operation in the utilization, preservation and improvement 

of the environment for peaceful purposes. 

·A:r't.icle IV lays down the obligation of the parties 'to the convention, in 

accordance with their constitutional processes, to take any necessary measures to 

prohibit and prevent any activity in violation of the provisions of the convention. 

Article V provides for 'consultations between the parties . to the convention 

in ·solving any problems which may arise in the application· of the convention. It · 

also provides for the right ·of the parties to the convention to lodge a complaint 

with the Security Council in the event of a breach by any State party of the 

obligations it has assumed and it includes an obligation of the parties.to co..:operate 

in carrying out any investigation of the complaint by the Security·Council. The

article also establishes the obligation to provide assistance, in accordance with the 

United Nations Charter, to a party to the convention which has been harmed as a 

result of its violation by any of its parties. 
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The provisions of the draft convention relating to the·proposal of amendments 

to the convention, its·signature and its entry into force are similar to those 

contained inter.alia in the Convention on the Prohibition of Bacteriological Weapons. 

The .Convention is of unlimited duration. 

The conclusion of an international convention on the prohibition of military 

or any other hostile use of envircnmental modification techniques would be of great 

significance for the solution of an important international problem:, that of preventing 

the use of geophysical and meteorological methods of warfare. The solution of this 

problem would represent a new, important step on the roa.d to limitation of the arms 

race and to disarmament. 

It would be a manifestation of goodwill and intelligence in the work of improving 

relations betvreen States and of intensifying and broad-eni..r!g international detente •. 

The USSR delegation expresses the hope that the members of the Committee on 

Disarmament will giv~ due attention to the proposal submitted for their consideration 

on the above-mentioned problem. We appeal to the members of the Committee to enter 

into negotiations on the basis of the draft convention now before them, with a view 

to finalizing agreement on it as soon as possible and thereafter bringing into force 

a new international instrument relating to the problem of disarmament and 

strengthening international peace and security. 

Mr. JYIARTIN (United States of America): The United States today is 

tabling a draft convention on the prohibition of military or any other hostile use 

of environmental modification techniques. A parallel draft is being tabled by the 

delegation of the Soviet Union. We are presenting the draft convention as a basis 

for. consideration by all governments and for negotie.tion in the CCD. 

Previous discussions in. the United Nations General Assembly, in the series of 

bilateral meetings between representatives of the Soviet Union and my Government, 

and here in this Committee, have indicated clearly the serious concern felt by many . 

States, including my own, over the potentially catastrophic dangers to mankind if 

environmental modifi'catiori techniques were to be developed as weapons of war. 

Comments made by the· experts at our recent informal meetings on this subject 

underline the :rieed to develop effective measures to control military or any other 

hostile use of those techniques having major adverse effects before such techniques 

can be developed and perfected. 
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:r;n thE?. past fe,., weeks, various delegations have provided data on the e~isting 

state of the art ir1: environmental modification and have.· hypothesized about the·· 

n9:ture of P.ossible future techniques •. F m these data we can see ~h?:~'-···wh=i:;Le 

environmental warfare is not practical on a militarily significant scale at present, 

understand:i!lg and technology in the field are increasing. Significant advances may 

be possible in. the course of time. Some scientists believe; for example, that 

methods might be developed for intentionally and selectively effecting harmfui 

changes in the composition of the earth's atmosphere or in its climate, or causing 

floods or drought. An ambitious, incautious, or desperate State might then' resort 

to the use of such techniques. At present there is an opportunity to. prohibit such 

use·. We should seize that opportunity. 

The United States.' delegation believes that development of a generally accepted 

convention alopg the lines of the draft we are tabling today would best allow us to 

accomplish the objectives of the General Assembly, the CCD, and of the 

UnitedStates-USSR joint statement of July. 3? l974o At the same time it would not 

disoo\).rage the. development of peaceful· and· beneficial environmental modification 

techniques. 

The formulation o;C a convention imposing restraints on environmental warfare 

presented difficult and complex problems. of definition. This is the case because 

the development of environmental modification techniques is still at an early stage 

and a treaty will necessarily have to deal with future discoveries. This draft 

seeks to resolve such definitional problems. 

The draft convention would prohibit military or any other hostile use -- as a 

means of destruction, damage, or injury -- of enviro11mental modification techniques 

having widespread, long-lasting, or severe effects. The prohibition against "militarY

or any other hostile userr covers two types of environmental warfare. First, it 

covers·the hostile use of-environmental modification techniques in armed conflict 

or to initiate such coni'lict. - Secondly, it covers the use of such techniques for 

the specific purpose of causing destfuction 9 damage, ·or injliry, even when no other 

weapons are used or there is no other military operation taking place.· We believe 

this draft provides a basis for distinguishing between the use.of environm~ntal 
modification techniques as weapons, which is covered by the prohibition, ·and the 

envirorimental impact of other weapons·~ \vhich is not covered. 
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The draft deals with environmental modification techniques whose use would have 

widespread, long-lasting or severe' effects. This is in order to focus on the 

most important aspects of the problem~ potential applications of such techniques 

as weapons which could cause the gravest harm to man and his environment. An 

important consideration in this regard is that in any limitation on the hostile uses 

of environmental modification techniques, the attainable degree of verification of 

compliance with treaty constraints obviously is related to the scale of activity. 

Accordingly, the possibilities for verification decrease as the size, duration, or 

severity of the activity diminishes. 

Included in the proposed Convention is an illustrative list of effects of 

environmental modification techniques subject to prohibition. The list includes 

earthquakes and tsunamis; an utset in the ecological balance of a region; or changes 

in weather patterns, the state of the ozone layer, climate patterns or ocean currents. 

The draft does not include a ban on military research or development. Such a 

ban would be ineffective in view of the dual applicability to· civilian and military 

ends of much research and development in t~is field, and the difficulties which 

could be encountered in determining whether all parties were observing the prohibition. 

Let me now comment on specific portions of the draft convention itself. The 

preamble briefly explains the problems that the convention is designed to address 

and provides a framework for the specific obligations which follow. The second 

paragraph expresses the point that advances of science and technology·are giving 

rise to the possibility that deliberate actions can release significant natural forces 

or significantly alter the natural state, thus giving man the potential for modifying 

the environment to his own ends. The third paragraph highlights the essential 

difference between the great harm which military uses of environmental modification 

techniques might produce and possible benefits which peaceful uses might bring. The 

fourth paragraph reflects the commitment to limit the potential danger to mankind 

from such milita~~ activities. The fifth places the agreement in the context of the 

goals and objectives of the international community. 

Articles I and II taken together form the operative substance of the convention. 

They are closely interdependent. Article I contains the ~asic obligation not to 

engage in military or any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques 
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having widespread, long-lasting or severe effects as the means of destructio~, 

damage, or injury to another State party. It also provides for an oblig~tion not 

to assist, encourage, ··or induce any other State, group 0f States, or international 

organization .to engage· in such use. 

Article II provides a definition of environmental modification technique~. .This 

term refers to techniques designed to manipulate deliberately the natural processes 

of the Earth, its oceans and atmosphere, or of outer space. The article is, the!efore, 

comprehensive in its coverag~ of the natural environment •. Article II also provides 

an illustrative list of effects which serves to define· the type of phenomena to 

which the prohibition applies. 

Article III makes it clear that the treaty does not apply to the use of 

environmental modification techniques for peaceful purpose<? an.d that it does not 

stand in the way of international co-operation in this regard·. 

Article IV provides for the legal im~lementation of the convention within 

individual States party, wherever needed for domestic reasons. 

Article V deals with problems that might arise in applying the convention's 
! . 

provisions. The article sets forth the basic undertaking for consultation and 

co-operation among the parties and ~ procedure for submitting complaints to the 

United Nations Security Council in the event a party believes that there has been a 

breach of o.bligation. 

Articles VI through IX set out provisions covering such matters as amendments, 

·duration, and entry into force. The draft contains blanks in articles VI, VIII,and 

IX, where the convention's depositary or depositaries remain to be identified. In 

addition, paragraph tv1o of article VI leaves open the number of instruments of 

acceptance of an amendment req_uired for its entry into force for those governments 

that nave accepted it, while paragraph three of article VIII leaves open the number of 

ratifications req_uired to bring the convention into force. Article VII provides 

that the convention shall be of unlimited duration. 

In tabling this draft convention on the prohibition of military or any_other 

hostile use of environmental modification techniq_ues 1 the United States believes that 

it can serve as the basis for the CCD 1 s further cons~deration of the subject. We 

look forward to'hearing views of other delegations on the proposal, and hope that our 

deliberations will lead to early agreement. 
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The CHAIID:::AN: 'de have· just heard the statements by the distinguished 

representatives of the USSR and the United States of .America presenting parallel drafts 

of a convention on the prohibition of military or any other hostile use of environmental 

modification techniques, for consideration by this no:mmittee. 

I believe I am interpreting the feelings of the members of the Committee in · 

Helcoming this initiative. I am certain that the Committee vlill give the drafts due 

attention vri th a vie''' to the elaboration of a convention on this very important ne'v 

s.ubj ect. 

If I may be permitte<;l to make a comment as representative of Yugoslavia, I -vrould 

like to express the hope that next year we may havb hefore us a draft convention of 

another announced ''joint initiative" 

prohibition of chemical weapons. 

as it is usually referred to -- in regard to the 

Are there any other representatives vJho -vmuld like to comment on the subject of the 

draft convention? 

Mr. MISHRA (India): I just vranted to seek a clarification. Having one draft 

in English and the other in Russian, it is not possible for us to compare them. But 

'vmuld it be correct to say that these are not parallel drafts but a joint initiative? 

~k. ROSHCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 

I should like to explain to the distinguished representative of India that the English 

text and the Russian text are completely identical. The Russian text was introduced by 

the delegation of the USSR and the English text by the delegation of the UnHed States 

of America but both texts are absolutely identical and equally ·authentic. 

:Mrs. THORSSON (Svreden): · In my intervention this morning I said that during 

this session of the CCD concrete results of our arduous efforts have so far been 

conspicuously lacking. I think at this moment it is only proper that, on behalf of the 

SvJGdish delegation, I should express satisfaction at the fact that, in this not quite 

but almost final hour of the summer session, we have some concrete results before us in 

terms of a draft convention on the prohibition of military or other hostile use of 

environmental modification techniques. I think that there is no need for me to give any 

evidence of the deep concern and the fundamental interest \·rhich the Swedish ·Government 

and the Swedish delegation attaches to the possibility of achieving a convention on 

these matters, to pursuing negotiations in the CC~ as entrusted to us by the 

Genera.l Assembly. I would therefore like to offer my congratulations to the hro 

delegations vrhich have presented us Hi th this draft convention. 
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I want to assure them and the CCD as a vrhole that we, together tvith other 

delegations of the CCD, vrill indeed study this :proposal very 0EJ.J:'efully with the 

intention of starting negotiations on the basis of this draft. And· I 1·muld like to use 

the term that Ambassador. Martin ·u,s~d to-vrards the end of his speech~ the confidence that 

we shall reach an e~ly agreement on a convention in this very, very, importa~t matter. 

Mr. EERDER (German Democratic Republic)~ Obviously it -vmuld be too early to 

comment, at this stage, on detailed questions of the draft convention uhich has just 

been introduced by the representative of the USSR, Ambassador Roshchin, and the 

representative of the United ·states, Ambassador Martin. l'!evertheless} I should like to 

make some short remarks on this joint initiative concerning the conclusion of a 

convention on the prohibition of military or any other hostile use oj environmental 

modification techniques. 

My delegation attaches extraordinarily high importance to ·c;he submission of this 

joint draft text for such a convention by the USSR and i;he United Ctates. 

·During this session I already had the occasion to outline in detail the position o~ 
.. 

the GDR towards the conclusion of such a convention, and I dret::r the conclusion that, in 

the· vievr of· the GDR, highest priority should· be attached to Jchis question in the 1::ro:rk of 

the Committee on Disarmament. 

In the meantime,·many other representatives underlined in the Coillillittee on 

Disarmament the necessity of the conclusion of such a convention. 1-he exchange oi' 

opinions on this matter ';vhich took pl:ace b. ~:w Committee as ~.-o:l as the statemer:.:::::; made 

by experts of the USSR and the United States and of other countr:..es contributed tm·rards· 

strengthening iihe realization that in the face of the dangers arisi~g for mankind from a 

possible broad application of environmental modification techniques fo:r mi~itary and 

other purposes, counteractions must be tcl{en in time. 

The delegation of the GDR considers this initiative not cnly· to be an approp:riate 

means to prevent the misuse of the achievements of science and tecl:..nology for military 

purposes. vie see its importance also in the fact .that it can mcl{e an important 

contribution to the continuation of the process of international political detente. 

' vle would like to stress vlhat is said in the preamble of -the y;re~ent d:raft, that 

the conclusion of such a convention could contribute to limiting the 2.l~ms race a..'ld to 

bringing about disarmament. 

In our vie\v the initiat-ive of the USSR and the United St:ates constitutes a grea·c 

step forward in our common efforts. It has created conditions which permit the Committee 

to start with the concrete discussion of the text of a convention. 
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\ole are convinced that. this initiative vrill also contribute tovrards animatip.g the 

activity of the CCTI and towards underlining its role as import8~t orgrua for the 

preparation of agreements on international disarmament measures, 

For that reason th.e delegation .of the Gennan Tiemocratic Republic i-Jelcomes the 

submission of a J"oint draft of the USSR and tho United States. It holds. the vim-1 that . i 

the CCTI should start as soon as possible the discussion of the draft text. 

Permit mo, IYir. Che.irmcm, to assure you that the delegation of the CDR vrill make 

every effort to contribute to the early conclusion of the convention on the· prohibition 
. ' I 

. I 
of military or any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques. 

The CHAIBNAN: If there are no further speakers on the question of the draft 

c:onvention, there are tvw 'procedural questions before the Committee. First, there is the 

·question of one or several informal meetings to consider the draft report of the CC~ as 

.proposed by the Co-Chairmen. The ea.:diest possibility Hould appear· to be tomorro-v1, 

Friday morning, at 10.30. Secondly, there is also the question of one or more additional 

formal meetings to continue the vrork of the COD on nuclear-w·eapon-free zones, as suggested 
I 

·by Ambassador Schlaich this morning, as v1ell as, possibly, other matters. The earliest 

opportunity for a formal meeting vmuld appear to be on Monday, 25 August, ·at 10.30 a.m. 

~tJ':r. BARTON (Canada)~ Certainl;y I vrould be agreeable to coming tomorrovr morning 

at 10.30 and starting to ""ork informally on the. draft report. ''le have to get it disposed 

of sooner or later and 1.-re might as vrell begin. 

vlith respect to meetings of a formal nature,· it depends on hm·r many interventions 'l·le · 

have facing us and vJe could make an estimate of that by perhaps asking informally ·Hhat 

delegations' intentions are. I can say that my delegation has the intention of speaking 

briefly on Tuesday, not on nuclear-free zones but on chemical -vrarfa:re. \'le vrill be tabling 

a ·working paper at that time, but other than that, I have no intention of intervening 

behreen now and the adoption of the report. 

~. \iJYZJITER (Poland): My delegation finds itself in a similar position to that 

of Ca11ada• \'fe have also inscribed ou:r name on the list of speakers for Tuesdc:w and our 

intention is quite similar. v!e still have a.fm·r brief comments to make and sornehmv it is 

my feeling at this late stage of our discussions, pa.:rticularly toking into account that 

this is to be the last vreek of this year 1 s session, that delegntions 1-muld tend to mcl<:e 

their statements rather compact. Therefore, I vronder if He are still faced with the 

prospect of one or more fo:rmal meetings devoted to the report and whether it is intended 

to have a formal meeting of the Committee as early as Monday? If we find ourselves in a 
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situation, say,· that one meeting on Tuesdey is not enough, let us consider it on Tuesday, 

or if necessary on 'vednesday. Fixing 2- firin meeting no-vr for Monday vrould be perhaps too 

early. So I would tend to agr.ee uith .Ambassador Barton. 

The CHAIR.MAN: I am ad:vised by the Secretariat that there are seven speakers 

for Tuesday. 

Mr. MISHRA (India): I \vould agree with the suggestion of Ambassador Barton, 

of Canada~ that 1ve first find out infonnally ho~T meny speakers there are going to be on 

this particular study. Perhaps the delegations could indicate tomorro>v at ·our informal 

meeting their '\·lishes in regard to making statements next Heek, vie could devote a fe1..r 

minutes tomorrow at the informal meeting to further discussion of the subject, 

The CHAIBMAlif: Are there any other comments? I take it the Committee agrees 

that vJe should have an informal meeting tomorrow at 10.30 a.m. concerning the COD report, 

during '\vhich time we would also discuss the possibility of having other informal or 

formal meetings of the CCD. 

It was so decided. 

The D.eeting rose at 4 p·.m. 


